Deploy AWS Elastic Map Reduce and
SageMaker using
Infrastructure as Code (IaC)
Executive Summary
Enterprises usually require the right kind of data to help them understand
and improve their business decisions. The process to gather, analyze and
transform massive amounts of data can be a daunting task as the data is
stored in different formats, methods, devices and locations, it takes a lot of
work to develop the algorithms that produce desired outputs.

About Neiman Marcus
Group

Data scientists must stitch together disparate tools and workflows, which
can insert errors into the data and algorithms. BizCloud Experts helped
Neiman Marcus Group use data analysis techniques and machine learning
models to build personalized recommendations for their shoppers based on
previous browsing and shopping patterns.
Objectives
The key objectives of the solution implemented are
•
•
•
•
•

Collection of data from multiple sources and moved to Data lake
Clean, transform and perform exploratory data analysis (EDA)
Schedule workloads using cron tools to automate repetitive ETL tasks
Build, develop and test models; for example, recommendations and
predictive models
Tune and enhance data models that help achieve business objectives

Solution Architecture
Neiman Marcus is focused on continuously innovating and improving
customer experiences, and Amazon SageMaker enabled them to rapidly
develop, deploy, update, and scale ML models to enhance and orchestrate
customer experiences. The below infrastructure was deployed utilizing AWS
Cloud formation template service.

Neiman Marcus Group, Inc.,
originally Neiman-Marcus, is an
American chain of luxury
department stores owned by
the Neiman Marcus Group,
headquartered in Dallas, Texas.

Company Overview
Four luxury retailers — Neiman
Marcus, Bergdorf Goodman,
Last Call and Horchow — make
up the Neiman Marcus Group.
For over a century, they have
continually transformed and
elevated the luxury shopping
experience, offering the finest in
fashion, shoes, handbags,
jewelry, beauty and decorative
items for the home.
In addition to their websites and
catalogs, they have 43 Neiman
Marcus stores across the United
States, two Bergdorf Goodman
stores in Manhattan and 22 Last
Call locations.

Why is Neiman Marcus Group working with BizCloud Experts

Results
• Unified storage endpoint for
the customer data
• 50 percent increase in
processing Hadoop/ETL
jobs
• Jobs ran in 40 percent less
time compared to onpremise
• Improved developers
efficiency by 30 percent by
isolating environments
• No concern of hardware
maintenance or library
updates

AWS Services
•
•
•
•
•

Cloud Formation
Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)
Elastic Map Reduce (EMR)
Simple Storage Service (S3)
Relational Database Service
(RDS)
• SageMaker

BizCloud Experts is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Consulting
Partner with multiple AWS Service Delivery designations and has been
named amongst the 10 most competent Amazon Web Service Providers of
2019. Cloud Center of Excellence (CCOE), is a team of people responsible
for developing the cloud best practices, governance, and frameworks that
the rest of the organization can leverage to transform their business using the
cloud. We have been an integral part of an AWS CCOE team at Neiman
Marcus since its inception. In that capacity we helped their internal product
teams perform architecture reviews, develop best practices, comply with
governance, and build frameworks the rest of the organization can leverage
to transform their business using AWS.
“The BizCloud team brought in their expertise of Agile, DevOps, and
Serverless solutions along with their architecture and advisory services” says
Hemanth Jayaraman, Director, DevOps & Cloud Center of Excellence at
Neiman Marcus. “This allowed the team to rapidly optimize data lake costs
and leverage it as the foundation for a data scientists decisioning platform.
Their knowledge of AWS services accelerated our digital transformation
through workload automation, and they helped reduce risk of business and
operations by moving our data to a more resilient and secure IT environment”.
Implementation Description
The infrastructure consists of EMR cluster, RDS database and SageMaker
instances that were deployed utilizing CloudFormation templates in Oregon
region. BizCloud Experts utilized the Serverless framework to create the
CloudFormation stacks and Jenkins as the CI/CD automation tool for the
continuous delivery of infrastructure. CloudFormation templates were split into
logical stacks for the reusability, and consisted of AWS pseudo parameters,
cross stack references with outputs being exported. The templates were
managed in the customer’s source code repository from where the Jenkins
job is triggered through an external web hook configuration. The stacks were
protected from termination, utilized stack policies to prevent unintentional
updates on the stack resources and change sets allowed to preview how
proposed changes to a stack might impact the running resources.
With AWS, Neiman Marcus has been able to perform advanced data
analytics and develop data science models to achieve business goals at
increased speed and agility. Developing data analysis techniques and
machine learning models is a complex, expensive process that can waste
time and energy on repetitive tasks. By combining the right set of AWS tools
in the right way, you can improve the efficiency of your data scientists and ML
developers. That’s what we, BizCloud Experts did for Neiman Marcus.

About BizCloud Experts
BizCloud Experts is recognized as a leader in developing solutions
using Serverless computing technologies, and automating IT
services. We innovate, transform and seamlessly blend digital and
physical platforms. To learn more, visit our site, follow us on
Facebook, Linked-In,Twitter, call us @+1 (214) 206 8976 or email
sales@bizcloudexperts.com.

